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ABSTRACT 

RangerMasterTM is the embedded fmware for Quantrad Sensor's integrated nuclear instrument package, 
the Rangerm. The Rangerm, which is both a gamma-ray and neutron detection system, was originally 
developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory for in situ surveys at the Plutonium Facility to confm the 
presence of nuclear materials.' The new RangerMasterTM software expands the library of isotopes and 
simplifies the operation of the instrument by providing an "easy" mode suitable for untrained operators. 
The expanded library of the Rangerm now includes medical isotopes *Tc, 201Tl, '"In, 67Ga, '33Xe, lo3Pa, 
and I3'I; industrial isotopes 24'Am, 57C0, 133Ba, 137Cs, 4"K, 6oCo, 232Th, 226Ra, and 207Bi; and nuclear materials 
235U, 238U, 233U, and 2 3 ~ .  To accomplish isotopic identification, a simulated spectrum for each of the 
isotopes was generated using SYNTH.* The SYNTH spectra formed the basis for the knowledge-based 
expert system and selection of the regions of interest that are used in the pattern recognition system. The 
knowledge-based pattern recognition system was tested against actual spectra under field conditions. 

Introduction 
Quantrad Sensor, Inc. (QSI) licensed the RangerTM technology from Los Alamos National 

Laboratory (LANL) in 1997. The Material Control and Accountability group at LANL uses the RangerTM 
for in situ nuclear material (NM) confirmation measurements, medical isotope entry/exit confirmations, 
hand scanning, and shipper confirmations. QSI is developing new applications by adapting the LANL 
software to identify unknown isotopes for nuclear smuggling and other national security scenarios. 

Initial efforts at Harvey Point (detailed below) expanded the existing LANL NM confmation 
software to include more isotopes and a nontechnical display. After Harvey Point, QSI replaced the 
ruggedized detector (-1 0%) with a higher-resolution detector (7.5%) and developed a real-time pattern 
recognition system, RangerMasteF. As a basis for RangerMasterm, a spectrum for each isotope in the 
library was simulated with SYNTH. Careful analysis of the SYNTH spectra revealed that all the isotopes 
in the library could be identified with a unique set of regions of interest (ROIs). Initial validation of 
RangerMasterTM was done with the SYNTH spectra and the archived data from Harvey Point. Next, actual 
field tests were conducted at hospitals and the DOE Remote Sensing Laboratory (RSL) operated by 
Bechtel. 

Background 
The RangerTM is an integrated detector system with a slightly moderated neutron detector 

composed of a matched pair of 3He proportional counters and a 1-in.-diameter x 2-in.-long NaI(T1) 
scintillator for gamma-ray detection. Neutron detection is provided for enhanced detection of plutonium. 
The gamma-ray multichannel analyzer has 256 channels. The MCA can be operated at full scale (6 
keV/ch) or half scale for preset times or counts. The Rangerm has two modes of operation: advanced and 
easy. The easy mode is a "point-and-click" isotopic identification tool, whereas the advanced mode is a 
full-featured MCA. 



Harvey Point Demonstration 
The first field test performed with the Rangerm was at Harvey Point in May 1997, for the US 

Customs Service (USCS) in cooperation with the Department of State and Department of Energy (DOE) 
under the Radiation Detection Technology Assessment Program (RADTAP). In addition to background 
radiation, the assessment included the following isotopes: 241Am, s7C0, 133Ba, 137Cs, 6oCo, 232Th, 4%, ='U, 
238U, 23%, common medical isotopes, and 252Cf. The assessment parameters included initialization time, 
calibration requirements, acquisition time, ability to categorize, documentation, size, ease of operation, user 
interface, alarms, display characteristics, battery, and robustness. The original LANL software was geared 
to in situ NM confi i t ion by technical personnel and was far from ideal for the USCS RADTAP. 

Therefore, in April of 1997, QSI developed an expanded, nontechnical isotope identification 
algorithm for the Harvey Point demonstration based on the original LANL software. Far from optimal, 
each identification measurement required two spectra: one at half scale to resolve the low-energy lines of 
most medical isotopes and one at full scale to meet the full-scale energy requirements of the industrial and 
NM isotopes. This measurement requirement was due to the poor resolution of the ruggedized detector and 
the number of ADC channels. Each spectrum was limited to 30,000 counts. The actual analysis was a 
cumbersome set of "if-then" rules based on the net counts in predetermined ROIs to determine if an 
isotope was present. 

Although the Rangerm had high marks for many of the assessment parameters, the isotopic 
identification fared poorly, primarily because of insufficient statistics in the ROIs of the 30,000-count 
spectra. Obtaining sufficient statistics is a basic requirement to make a solid identification in any scenario. 
This requirement highlights an important aspect of in-field analysis by nontechnical personnel of unknown 
sources in an unknown geometry. 

Review of the Harvey Point performance led QSI to make several changes. First, a higher- 
resolution gamma-ray detector was installed which eliminated the need to take two spectra and second, a 
knowledge-based pattern recognition system, RangerMasterm, was developed to replace the "if-then" 
rules. These changes resulted in a robust identification algorithm and increased flexibility in choosing 
termination methods. The data was archived and used later to validate the RangerMasteP algorithms. 

Simulated Data 
To improve the identification algorithm, QSI worked with USCS to define a practical library of 

isotopes divided into three categories: nuclear materials ("'U, 238U, 233U, and "'Pu), medical isotopes 
("Tc, 20'T1, "'In, 67Ga, 133Xe, '''Pa, and I3'I), and industrial isotopes (241Am, 57C0, 133Ba, 137Cs, ?K, 6oCo, 
232Th, 226Ra, and '07Bi). QSI simulated 30,000-count spectra for all of the above isotopes using SYNTH. 
The simulated spectra were examined and characteristic ROIs were carefully chosen to differentiate 
between the library isotopes. Since the LANL "if-then" code was not suitable for analyzing such a large 
number of ROIs, it was eliminated and a new knowledge-based pattern recognition system, 
RangerMasteF, was developed. RangerMasterTM successfully identified all the simulated spectra. 

RangerMasterm looks at each ROI for both a peak and significant net counts. It records the result 
in a feature vector that is examined by an algorithm for matches to isotopes included in the library. The 
significance (number of standard deviations, onM) of the net counts is an option that also can be varied. 
Additional isotopes can be added to the library as long as their characteristic pattern is unique. 

The real-time in-field isotopic identification algorithm executes in less than a second. Depending 
on the source strength and measurement geometry, RangerMasterW will identify the isotope in the 
minimum amount of time with a given statistical accuracy. 

Harvey Point Revisited 
The Harvey Point data was the first actual data used to validate the RangerMasterm software. 

The data was read back into the Rangerm and tested. The RangerMasteP worked very well with this 
data despite the poor resolution and low total counts in the spectra. Of the archived spectra, 
RangerMasterm correctly identified ='U, =*U, 239pu, and 137Cs. It was not able to identi@ several very 
weak spectra (67Ga, %o, 238U, 235U, and a 252Cf neutron spectra) that had inadequate statistics or were not 
in the library. Using only library isotopes and spectra with adequate statistics (ana >5), RangerMasterm 



identified 81%. Eight measurements did not meet statistical requirements and underscore the need for 
adaptive termination methods that work until identification is made or a reasonable amount of time elapses. 

Medical Isotope Data 
The second field test involved QSI personnel going to San Francisco-area hospitals and acquiring 

a number of spectra from medical isotopes with the 7.5% (FWHM@662 keV) detector at both full and half 
scale. These tests validated that RangerMasteP was capable of identifying the medical isotopes using 
only the full scale. RangerMasteP correctly identified '"TI, I3'I, *Tc, "'In, 67Ga, '"Xe, and the industrial 
isotopes 57C0, 133Ba, 13'Cs, @Co, 23*U. It was not able to identify several spectra (22Na and a mixed source of 
20'TV1''In) that were not in the library. Using only library isotopes and spectra with adequate count rates, 
RangerMasteP identified 100% of the samples. 

Remote Sensing Laboratory 
Bechtel performed the third (and most comprehensive) test at the DOE RSL. This data was 

acquired with the 7.5%-resolution (FWHM@662 keV) detector. Three export files were generated by the 
RSL tests. The first export file consists of 16 runs of mostly medical isotopes. The second export file 
consists of mostly industrial isotopes. The third export file consists of plutonium and some industrial 
isotopes. 

Bechtel chose to operate the Rangerm in the preset time method and to vary the detection 
distance. Several sources were extremely hot. The Rangerm needed only a few seconds to identify the 
source and continued collection allowed impurities in the medical isotopes to accumulate in 
noncharacteristic ROIs and confuse the pattern recognition system. The real-time nature of the Rangerm 
allows for early termination if source strengths are substantial, as long as the statistical requirements are 
met. It is essential to take advantage of this feature when operating the Rangerm. 

RSL Medical Isotopes 
There are 16 spectra of 5 isotopes (99Tc, "'In, '"Tl, 67Ga, and '33Xe) at different distances recorded 

here. Ten were identified correctly. All of the spectra could have been properly identified with proper 
measurement technique. For the Rangerm, proper measurement technique is defined as terminating the 
measurement when sufficient counts have been accumulated to allow RangerMasteF to correctly identify 
the isotope in the minimum amount of time. RangerMasterTM had trouble with two isotopes because ofthe 
preset time termination method, 201T1 being too hot and '33Xe being too weak. Thallium-201 was correctly 
identified once and misidentified three times because of a relatively weak impurity that caused an 
unexplained doublet in the 2 3 ~  ROI. At 4 ft., "'Tl was properly identified with 10% deadtime and a total 
of 60,000 counts. The misidentifications occurred at 1 ft. and 2 ft. with deadtimes of 64% and 25% and 
total counts of 305,848 and 194,344. Had the measurements been terminated earlier the doublet would not 
have grown to significant proportions. Xenon- 133 failed because of insufficient statistics. Slightly longer 
collection times would have allowed RangerMasterTM to identify this isotope. Excluding the spectra that 
were obtained through improper measurement technique, the performance was 100%. 

RSL Industrial Isotopes 
Of the 24 spectra of 7 isotopes (232Th, 226Ra, 6oCo, 137Cs, 133Ba, 241Am, and "Co) taken here, 11 

were identified correctly. Of the improperly identified spectra, eight had low count rates, five had low 
statistics in a required ROI, and one looked llke a 133Ba/'37Cs source masquerading as I3'I. The low-count- 
rate spectra could have been identified with proper measurement technique (i.e., allowing the Rangerm 
more time to collect adequate statistics). The low statistic spectra had an adequate count rate (>128 cps) 
but the total counts were low (<50,000), thereby causing at least one required ROI to fall short of being 
identified. Terminating on preset time did not allow enough statistics to accumulate to make an 
identification based on on, >5. Excluding the spectra that were obtained through improper measurement 
technique and assuming the 133Ba/'37Cs source was meant to simulate I3'I, then the performance was 100%. 



RSL Plutonium 
Of the 30 spectra of 7 isotopes ("'Pu, "'In, 6oCo, 238U, 133Ba, 137Cs, and "'Th) taken here, 23 were 

identified correctly. Of the improperly identified spectra, five had low count rates and two had high count 
rates. The two high-count-rate spectra were '"In that had high-energy tails due to impurities that created 
an significant edge in the u% ROI. With proper measurement technique this could be averted (i.e., 
allowing the RangerTM to terminate collection based on statistics rather than preset time). The low-count- 
rate spectra could also have been identified if proper measurement technique had been employed. 
Excluding the spectra that were obtained through improper measurement technique, then the performance 
was 24 out of 24, or 100%. 

Summary 
All isotopes emit a unique gamma-ray signature. Low-resolution detectors, as are being used 

here, have limitations on their ability to discriminate between gamma rays of different energies. However, 
regardless of resolution, statistics play an important part in identifying radioisotopes. Many of the spectra 
taken here do not have the statistical foundation for a solid identification. The reason the proper statistics 
were not obtained is not clear. It is simply a basic requirement for good measurement technique and 
practice. 

The Ranger was used to collect three data sets: Harvey Point, medical, and RSL. The 
identification software (version 1) for Harvey Point was adapted from existing LANL code and operated on 
data from a 10%-resolution detector. The identification software (version 2)  for the medical data discarded 
the LANL code and implemented a pattern recognition system which operated on data from a 7.5%- 
resolution detector. The identification software (version 3) for the RSL data improved upon the pattern 
recognition system and once again used data from a 7.5%-resolution detector. 

The Harvey Point data clearly show the error of terminating spectra at 30,000 total counts. This 
early termination was driven in part by needing two separate spectra at two gain settings due to the low- 
resolution detector and 256-channel ADC. However, by replaying that data with the knowledge-based 
pattern recognition system, the RangerMasterm was able to correctly identify 81% of the isotopes. 

For the medical data, it was assumed that there would be a lot of interference at the low energies 
(<200 keV), therefore the data was acquired at both the full (6 keV/ch) and half (3 keVkh) scales. As 
hoped, RangerMasterm identified 100% of the properly taken measurements at full scale, thereby 
eliminating the need for the half-scale measurements. This cleared the way for a broader range of 
termination schemes. 

For the RSL data, all spectra were taken for a fixed time, 30 seconds, regardless of count rate and 
total statistics. This 30-second termination resulted in either weak spectra that the Rangerm could not 
identify or misidentification of medical isotopes due to impurities showing up in noncharacteristic ROIs. 
Of the data with good statistics, the RangerMasteP identified 100% of the time. 

It is apparent that blind spectral analysis using low-resolution NaI(T1) scintillators is difficult and 
must be controlled to achieve the best results. To do this, the measurement must fnst have good statistics 
(yet not take hours). The operator requires some positioning information that is simple yet adequate to take 
the guesswork out of locating the instrument for the best measurement. Also, the analysis must be 
completed in the minimum amount of time with adaptive termination methods that use a combination of 
time, counts and identification results. 

Conclusion 
The effective control of NM is paramount not only to professional NM managers, but also to US 

Customs agents, FBI agents, foreign customs agents, IAEA inspectors, and UNSCOM inspectors, to name 
a few. The threat of NM smuggling and the subsequent use of that material in a terrorist bomb has caused 
Congress to enact laws requiring that US borders be protected against the unauthorized introduction of 
radioactive material. 

The average law enforcement officer is not faced with the classical NM safeguards scenario, but 
rather one of in-field radiation detection and isotopic identification to prevent the unauthorized use of NM. 
In-field radiation detection and isotopic identification differs from classical NM safeguards in a number of 
ways. Measurement geometry cannot be controlled; detection distances, measurement times and 
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intervening materials are all unknowns. Required operator training, knowledge, and understanding of 
physics is minimal. The Rangerm provides a reasonable solution to the problem of in-field radiation 
analysis. 
Until now, only highly trained nuclear spectroscopists had the tools to detect and identify radioactive 
sources used in medicine, industry, and nuclear power. The Rangerm is a radiation detection system that 
provides isotopic identification in the field, for both the average law enforcement officer and the nuclear 
spectroscopist. The RangerMasteP “easy” mode of operation reports the results of the analysis in simple, 
easy-to-understand language, while the “advanced” mode reports the details of the analysis and allows a 
spectroscopist to independently interpret the data. 
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